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Introduction

The purpose of this design and brand
manual is to establish a comprehensive
identity program and serve as a reference
tool for applying a consistent look, feel,
and messaging for all internal and
external communications of Estancia
Serenova. It includes elements such as
proper usage of several brand marks,
colors, typefaces, key messages and
advertising guidelines.

Consistent communication with our
audiences—potential and current
customers, community members, partner
businesses, members of the press, elected
and non-elected public officials, and
other stakeholders—helps build and
sustain the reputation and messaging of
Estancia Serenova in furthering its core
missions of creating an inclusive,

transformative space where people and
nature come together and come alive.

Sharing our individual and collective
stories is another fundamental part of this
effort.

To this end, all units and outside
agencies should follow the visual identity
guidelines for all internal and external
communications.
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Section 1: Brand marks
The brand marks—the emblems, the wordmark, and the lockups—function as the most visible and recognizable

elements of the Estancia Serenova brand. Consistent and proper usage establishes credibility and projects

professionalism while increasing its recognizability.

Primary Emblem/Lockup

Alternative Emblem

Minimum size for the primary emblem: 300 pixels width x

181 pixel height (screen) or 1.5 inch width x 0.9 inch

width (print)

Intended for use in a smal ler space under 300 pixels width (screen) or 1.5 inch width (print);

minimum size is 64 pixels width (screen) or 0.5 inch width (print)



Wordmark

Brand in type
Primary:

Estancia Serenova

(Styl ize by ital icizing the first word whenever practicable)

Caps only (only when lower-case letters are unavailable; do not use as a means of emphasis):

ESTANCIA SERENOVA

Avoid:

estancia serenova

Estancia SeRenova

Estancia SERENOVA

Estancia Serenova [Any Extraneous Word]

The Estancia Serenova

Serenova

One-l i ne versi on

Two-l i ne versi on



Clearspace requirements
All brand elements should always be surrounded by a minimum area of space in order to ensure that they stand out.

The oval l ockup shoul d main tai n a cl earspace margin equal to one-si xth of the wid th (x) . For
wordmarks, the cl earspace margin must equal at l east one-n i n th of the i r wid th . No text or image
shoul d be pl aced wi th i n the cl earspace margin zone .

For screen med ia, the cl earspace margin shoul d be a min imum of 1.75em:
exampl e : <img src="embl em1.png" styl e="margin : 1.75em 1.75em; border: 0px sol i d #fff ; "/>



Improper usage

Do not mod i fy co l ors or use
non-standard col ors

Do not add a grad i ent or add a
drop shadow Do not stretch or skew the

proport i ons

Do not swi tch col ors Do not rearrange the l ockup

Do not mod i fy any e l ement
When resi zi ng, al l e l ements
must main tai n the i r
proport i ons

Do not use non-standard
typeface

Do not add to or subtract from
the brand i n type



Deprecated designs
The fo l l owing designs are be i ng phased out. They may sti l l be used unti l the exi st i ng suppl y i s
exhausted .



Section 2: Sub-brands
The sub-brands distinguish each of Estancia Serenova's products: buildings, rooms, various points of outdoor

attractions, as well as special events and groups. As with our primary corporate brand, these sub-brands are intended

to function as a touchstone for a specific emotional response in anticipation for certain experiences. To this end,

consistency in sub-brands is just as important.

Buildings Rooms
The Owltree (100)

• Milton Creek Room (110)

• Salmon Creek Room (111)

• Dart Creek Room (112)

• McNulty Creek Room (112)

• Columbia River Room (114)

• Scappoose Bay Alcove Lounge (116)

The Elalah South (200s)

• Rainier Room (210s)

• Vernonia Room (211s)

• Clatskanie Room (220s)

Cottages (000)

• The Nyberg (001)

• The Walrod (003)

• The Sleeth (004)



• Owltree (building 1 00): Named in honor of the Owl Tree
Ranch, the home of the Walrod and Nyberg families that once
resided here.
• Elalah (building 200): Named after the pre-colonial
indigenous village of Elalah on the shore of the Columbia River,
situated around the present-day Deer Island, Oregon.
• Chief Kiesno (building 300): Named in memorial of the Chief
Kiesno (or Chief Cassino), once the powerful ruler of the Lower
Columbia region.
• Alice Tarbell Cultural Space (building 400): Named after one
of the first pioneer settlers of Yankton (originally established as
Maineville, later renamed Yankeetown, and then Yankton).
• Nyberg (cottage 001 ): in memory of Jon. R. Nyberg, a
musician.
• Walrod (cottage 003): in memory of Dr. Dory M. Walrod, a
physician and founder of the Columbia Humane Society.
• Sleeth (cottage 004): named after Mattie Cone Sleeth, a
suffragist and women’s political activist who resided in
Columbia County.
• La Fortaleza (building 01 0): “the fortress,” because of the
towering fortress-like appearance from below.

The Four Zones of Estancia Serenova

Each of the four zones has a distinct terrain, a distinct landscape,
and therefore a distinct theme. These four zones also function as the
sub-brands of Estancia Serenova.

The Garden Zone
The Forest Zone
The Wildlife Zone
The Orchard Zone







Section 3: Typography

Primary typefaces
Serif: Fanwood (regular, ital ic, bold)

Based on work of a famous Czech-American type designer of yesteryear.

MIT (x11) License.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1 234567890
!@#$%&?
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%&?
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

Sans-serif: Chivo (regular, ital ic, bold)

Chivo is a grotesque sans-serif. The strength of Chivo makes it ideal for highl ights and headl ines.

Designer: Hector Gatti .

SIL Open Font License.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

!@#$%&?

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

!@#$%&?

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

Down l oad computer fonts at font l i brary.org



Secondary typefaces
The fol lowing typefaces are intended for the wordmark and headl ines.

Use these typefaces sparingly. Overuse adversely affects the legibi l i ty of text.

Do not ALL CAPS Alex Brush.

Alex Brush (regular only)

Designer: Robert E. Leuschke, SIL Open Font License

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%&?
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

Cinzel (regular only)

Cinzel is an al l-capitals typeface, inspired by the classical proportions of first-

century Roman inscriptions, but from an updated and contemporary perspective.

Designer: Natanael Gama

SIL Open Font License

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%&?
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog



Section 4: Text hierarchy

Main headline is in Cinzel regular
Fanwood italic is used here for author by-line, or summary ofcontents.

Body text is in Chivo. Cat ipsum dolor sit amet, your pi l low is now my pet bed but l ick face hiss at owner, pee a lot, and

meow repeatedly scratch at fence purrrrrr eat muffins and poutine unti l owner comes back for jump off balcony, onto

stranger's head yet leave fur on owners clothes. Making sure that fluff gets into the owner's eyes munch, munch, chomp,

chomp sleep on my human's head and stick butt in face stand in doorway, unwil l ing to chose whether to stay in or go out

eat from dog's food. Chase imaginary bugs open the door, let me out, let me out, let me-out, let me-aow, let meaow,

meaow! cuddle no cuddle cuddle love scratch scratch stare at guinea pigs so scoot butt on the rug plays league of

legends. Get my claw stuck in the dog's ear find box a l ittle too smal l and curl up with fur hanging out . Loves

cheeseburgers annoy kitten brother with poking or i 'm bored inside, let me out i 'm lonely outside, let me in i can't make up

my mind whether to go in or out, guess i ' l l just stand partway in and partway out, contemplating the universe for half an

hour how dare you nudge me with your foot?!?! leap into the air in greatest offense! or terrorize the hundred-and-twenty-

pound rottwei ler and steal his bed, not sorry spot something, big eyes, big eyes, crouch, shake butt, prepare to pounce

throwup on your pi l low.

Subtitle is in Chivo bold

Body text can also be in Fanwood. Cat ipsum dolor sit amet, your pillow is now my pet bed but lick face hiss at owner, pee a lot, and meow

repeatedly scratch at fence purrrrrr eat muffins and poutine until owner comes back for jump off balcony, onto stranger's head yet leave
fur on owners clothes. Making sure that fluff gets into the owner's eyes munch, munch, chomp, chomp sleep on my human's head and stick
butt in face stand in doorway, unwilling to chose whether to stay in or go out eat from dog's food. Chase imaginary bugs open the door, let
me out, let me out, let me-out, let me-aow, let meaow, meaow! cuddle no cuddle cuddle love scratch scratch stare at guinea pigs so scoot
butt on the rug plays league of legends. Get my claw stuck in the dog's ear find box a little too small and curl up with fur hanging out .
Loves cheeseburgers annoy kitten brother with poking or i'm bored inside, let me out i'm lonely outside, let me in i can't make up my mind
whether to go in or out, guess i'll just stand partway in and partway out, contemplating the universe for half an hour how dare you nudge
me with your foot?! ?! leap into the air in greatest offense! or terrorize the hundred-and-twenty-pound rottweiler and steal his bed, not
sorry spot something, big eyes, big eyes, crouch, shake butt, prepare to pounce throwup on your pillow.



Section 5: Color system

Primary colors:

Columbia sky blue: taken from a typical overcast sky of Columbia County, Oregon.

Hex: #7B869F; CMYK: (22.64, 15.72, 0, 37.65); RGB: (123, 134, 159)

Yankton fuchsia: taken from our flowers that grace the land.

Hex: #C30972; CMYK: (0, 95.38, 41.54, 23.53); RGB: (195, 9, 114)

Coast Range forest green: the color of our wooded mountain slope.

Hex: #143702; CMYK: (63.64, 0, 96.36, 78.43); RGB: (20, 55, 2)

Northwest Oregon dark wood: the color of tree barks in our forest.

Hex: #1F160B; CMYK (0, 29.03, 64.52, 87.84); RGB (31, 22, 11)



Section 6: Stationery

Notecard and letterhead



Business card

Obverse Reverse

Example of the standarized email signature
Firstname Lastname, ZZZ

Your Ti t l e Goes Here

Your Department Name Goes Here

Estancia Serenova

t : 503-123-4567

c: 503-987-6543

32180 Pi ttsburg Road , Sai n t He l ens, Oregon 97051-9147

https://serenovaretreat .com

@socialmed iahand l e

@socialmed iahand l e



Section 7: Written and spoken
communications

Slogan
English: Come together. Come alive.

Spanish: Uníte con amor. Viví con vida.

“Come together” is the function of a retreat center as a

gathering place of people for celebrations, learning,

ceremonies, and fun. “Come together” is a

convergence of diverse people and a synergy that a

retreat event creates. Furthermore, coming together

implies a unity among people as well as a unity

between nature and humankind. “Come alive” is the

aim of the retreat center. Estancia Serenova designs its

environment, ambiance, products, and services to

inspire the coming alive, the drawing out of “what is

alive in you.”

This slogan carefully avoids any descriptive

words or qualifiers (nouns or adjectives). Instead, it

consists of two active verbs, extending an invitation for

the audience to take action and experience Estancia

Serenova in their own ways.

In the Rioplatense Spanish version, verbiage differs

slightly in order to preserve the rhythm (with the word “con”

in both parts). Literally, it is “join yourself with love, live

with life.”(the verbs conjugate with second-person singular

pronoun “vos,” not “tú.”)

Social media hashtag to use:

#ComeTogetherComeAlive. The #SerenovaExperience and

#LaVidaSerenova hashtags are hereby deprecated.

The slogan may also be used within sentences,

headlines, and marketing messages: for example: “Let your

next church retreat come alive!” or “Estancia Serenova is an

ideal location for your friends to come together.”

The slogan is an integral part of the Estancia Serenova

brand and is a trademark. It must be used in its exact format,

including capitalization and punctuations.



First reference and subsequent
references

In all writing, the retreat center is to be referred to as
“Estancia Serenova” (whenever possible, stylized as Estancia
Serenova with the first word italicized) in the first reference.
“Estancia Serenova” in English-language media appears
without the definite article (hence not “The Estancia
Serenova”). In the subsequent references, it should be
variously referred to as “the retreat center,” “the venue,” “the
acreage,” “the facility,” and so on. Excessive repetitions of
“Estancia Serenova” or any word or words should be avoided.

“Estancia Serenova Retreat Center” or “Estancia
Serenova Retreat Center, Inc.” is the legal name of the
corporation and should only be used within an article or a
piece of writing discussing the corporation and its finances
(e.g.: “Estancia Serenova Retreat Center recently joined the
Oregon Restaurant and Lodging Association.”). The brand
name (brand name and corporate name are two different
things) of the retreat center is “Estancia Serenova” (two words)
and any deviation from this will result in brand dilution (not
least to mention that most consumers cannot intellectually
handle brand names that are longer than two or three words –
think of how most people in their colloquial use call New
Seasons Market “New Seasons,” Portland General Electric
“PGE” or “Portland General,” and so on.)

The focus of the business and products is clearly
communicated and maintained when Estancia Serenova is
described as a retreat center with space for events, weddings,
and retreats.

“Estancia Serenova” must appear in this two-word form
at all times. It is improper to abbreviate it as “E.S.,”

“Serenova,”* or “the Estancia” (with the sole exception of sub-brands
that contain the word “Serenova,” such as “Serenova Sister Circle,”
only in reference to such products or events).

Places within Estancia Serenova’s facilities should always be
referred to by its proper name (the building number is used only as a
shorthand for maps, forms, and such). Example: “The reception will
be held at 7 p.m. at Alice Tarbell Cultural Space, followed by a
community barbeque at the Nesi’ka Illahee Sanctuary Garden
starting at 8:30 p.m. Both Owltree and Elalah South will be open for
overnight accommodation.”

Writing styles
Estancia Serenova’s written public communication style generally
follows the current edition of the Associated Press Stylebook. A
summary of the AP Style is attached to this document as an
appendix.

Dateline cities: Saint Helens, Ore. (Following the United
States Postal Service addressing standard, “Saint Helens” is proper;
“St. Helens” is only proper when used in reference to the municipal
government entities “the City of St. Helens,” “Port of St. Helens,”
and “St. Helens School District.” Since Yankton is neither a census-
designated place nor a post office, its use in dateline reference is
avoided.

Commas: The Associated Press Style disfavors the so-called
Oxford comma, but whenever an ambiguity could result from a lack
of a comma, one should err on the side of using the Oxford comma.

Capitalization of words: Only the beginning of a word and
proper nouns are to be capitalized, including in headlines and
subheads.

Headlines: in general, headlines should use active verbs in
present tense, even when referring to a past event. Avoid passive
verbs or “is/are” in headlines. Furthermore, certain definite and
indefinite articles are customarily omitted in headlines.

Dates and times: Always in the following format: Saturday,
May 5, 201 8, 1 0 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Names of months are abbreviated

Style of writing



(when written as a date) between August and February as
follows: Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec., Jan., Feb. (e.g., “Dec. 25
is Christmas, but we celebrate throughout the month of
December.”). Incorrect formats: “1 0:00 am” “2 PM” “Tues.,
Apr. 24” “4/30” “July 4, ‘1 8”

Phone numbers are always written in this format: (503)
757-1 737.

Addresses and state names: State names are almost
always spelled out in body text in accordance with the
Associated Press Stylebook (201 4 and later), except for
dateline (“Saint Helens, Ore.”) and in a street address that
contains a ZIP Code. Estancia Serenova’s address is formatted
as follows: “321 80 Pittsburg Rd., Saint Helens, Oregon” or
“321 80 Pittsburg Rd., Saint Helens, OR 97051 -91 47.”

Simple and readable language
Especially in this age of short attention span and mobile
devices with small screens, a simple and readable language is a
must. Try to avoid run-on sentences, buzzwords and jargons,
while also avoiding repetitive use of words out of a small
vocabulary. Each paragraph should be no longer than four
lines on a P.C. screen. Use bullet points and subheadings
often.

Messaging and tones
The tone of language should be largely conversational and
informal on digital media. Tailor messages to their intended
audience and demographics. Stay on point, and consistently
reinforce the brand and its message. Be culturally relevant and
competent, always be responsive and sensitive to each
constituency.

Inclusive and non-oppressive language
Today, a public perception of a company is often measured by
the language that is used in public communication

(advertising, social media, blog, and so on). Careless use of words that
may be considered discriminatory, hateful or oppressive will easily
lead to a public relations nightmare and even legal actions.

To this end, avoid sexist language (or any wording that
assumes or reinforces gender stereotypes and/or heterosexuality),
racially or ethnically insensitive language, words or phrases that
imply derogatory terms for the disabled, non-neurotypical persons,
ethnic minorities, or LGBTQ+ people, and ageist language when
creating a general-audience message.

Cultural appropriations and cultural
competency
It adds to the positive public relations messaging when we give
proper honor, recognition and respect to ethnic minorities, First
Nations, and those whose cultures are marginalized. However, it is
inappropriate to exploit their cultures and their observances, customs
or festivals as a crass advertising fodder. In general, it is inappropriate
to host an “ethnic” event that does not involve a significant
percentage(not just one or two “tokens”) of participants who are from
that culture (for example, a “Cinco de Mayo” party attended almost
entirely by white Americans). It is usually a prudent move to avoid
any workshops or events that purport to be “Native American”
unless their legitimacy can be verified through the established
leadership of a federally recognized tribe (in this area, Grand Ronde,
Siletz, Warm Springs, Coquille, Chehalis, Cowlitz, Yakama) or
through a reputable non-profit organization serving the Native
American community.

It is also important to be extremely mindful of the economic
challenges and a sense of alienation faced by those who have lived in
Columbia County all their lives (and often for generations). Many of
them do not appreciate a “Portland-creep” and suburbanization of
Columbia County. We must approach the farmers, laborers and
loggers of Columbia County with a deep respect and humility, and
be always open to learning from them. At every occasion possible,
reinforce the message that Estancia Serenova is here as a good



Words to avoid and their alternatives

Every word has a meaning, every idea has a consequence, and yet, every word is perceived in a wide variety of ways by the general public. It is
always imperative to use an accurate word according to its proper definitions—use dictionary often, even if you think you know the word. The
following list is compiled based primarily on the consumer opinion survey conducted between October and December of 201 7. In addition, a few
entries are on this list arising from the past two years of experience.

neighbor and not as invaders, hipsters or “hippies,” here to
uplift the local economy and building a constructive
partnership with local agriculture and forestry.





AP Style Basics

By Al lena Tapia, May 22, 2018 (The Balance Smal l Business)

The Associated Press style is the go-to style for journal ists

and news writing. Sometimes it covers magazine writing, too,

but each title is different. The AP style (as it's known in the

trade) is quite different than the New York Times Style. If

you're new to news writing or switching from the New York

Times Style, you'l l want to keep this AP cheat sheet handy and

refer to when in doubt.

Abbreviating Words

Use only the most commonly recognized abbreviations. The

most common, such as NASA, FBI, and CIA, can be used on al l

references. Less wel l-known but sti l l common ones such as

OSHA and NATO can be used after you spel l out the ful l name

on the first mention. In most cases, however, the stylebook

suggests using a generic reference such as the agency or

the al l iance for al l references after the first.

Don’t put unfamil iar abbreviations in parentheses after the

first reference (for example, “The American Copy Editors

Society (ACES) …”) Instead either repeat the ful l name on

subsequent references or use a generic reference, such as

the society.

Use an apostrophe and spel l out academic degrees: “She

holds a bachelor’s degree.” Use abbreviations for degrees

only when you need to include a l ist of credentials after a

name and set them off with commas: “Peter White, LL.D.,

Ph.D., was the keynote speaker.”

Abbreviate junior or senior directly after a name, with no

comma to set it off: Justin Wilson Jr.

Spel l out the names of al l states when used alone: “He l ives

in Montana.” Abbreviate state names of seven or more letters

when used with a city name, with commas before and after

the abbreviation: “Pittsburgh, Pa., is a great weekend getaway

spot for people who l ive in Youngstown, Ohio.” You’l l find the

l ist of acceptable abbreviations under State Names in the

hardcover copy of the AP Stylebook.

Be sure to use the stylebook abbreviations, and not the U.S.

Postal Service abbreviations for states, unless you are

providing a ful l address including ZIP code: “Send

contributions to Rel ief Fund, Box. 185, Pasadena, CA 91030.”

Spel l out the name of a month when it is used without a

specific date: “August is too hot for a visit to Florida.”

Abbreviate months with six or more letters if they are used

with a specific date: Sept. 28. Always spel l out those with five

or fewer letters: May 15. You can find the l ist of preferred

abbreviations under Months in the AP Stylebook.

Spel l out titles used alone: “She was the first female senator

from her state.” Abbreviate and capital ize most titles when

they are used directly before a name: “Sen. Boxer posed hard

questions for Rice.” To determine if a title is abbreviated, look

for an entry for it in the AP Stylebook or check the l isting

under Titles.

Spel l out titles with names used in direct quotes with the

exception of Dr., Mr., and Mrs.: “Governor Pawlenty is

obviously no Jesse Ventura,” she said.

Spel l out al l generic parts of street names (avenue, north,

road) when no specific address is given: “The festival wil l be

held on South Charles Street.” When a number is used,

abbreviate avenue (Ave.), boulevard (Blvd.), street (St.), and

directional parts of street names: “The suspect was identified

as Michael Shawn of 1512 N. Mission St.”



In writing news stories, never abbreviate:

The days of the week.

Percent as %.

Cents as ¢.

The word, unless the symbol & is an official part of a

name.

Christmas as Xmas.

Capital ization

The AP Stylebook uses what’s known as downstyle—that is,

words are lowercased unless a rule says to capital ize them. If

you can’t find a rule for capital izing a word in the stylebook,

use it in lowercase. The most famil iar capital ization rules are

as fol lows:

Capital ize common nouns such as party, river, and street

when they are part of a proper name for a place, person or

thing: the Libertarian Party, the Ohio River. But lowercase

these common nouns when they stand alone or in subsequent

references: “The party did not have a candidate for president,”

“She nearly drowned in the river.” Lowercase al l plural uses

of common nouns: the Libertarian and Green parties, the

Monongahela and Ohio rivers.

Lowercase the names of the seasons unless they are used

in a proper name: the Summer Olympics.

Capital ize the word room only when used with the number

of the room or when part of the name of a special ly

designated room: Room 315, the Lincoln Room.

Lowercase directional indicators except when they refer to

specific geographic regions or popularized names for those

regions: the Northeast; the Midwest.

Lowercase formal titles that appear on their own or fol low

a name (in the latter case, they should be set off by commas).

Capital ize formal titles that come directly before a name: “The

students were del ighted when they heard they would meet

President Bush.” Never capital ize job descriptions: shortstop,

pol ice officer, attorney, and so on.

Numbers

The AP Stylebook entry for numerals is deceptively short. A

close look reveals that there are plenty of rules hiding among

the many cross-references. The most common are:

In general , spel l out numbers one through nine and use

figures for numbers 10 on up. However, there are many

exceptions that always take figures. Most, but not al l , involve

units of measurement. Common exceptions include:

Addresses: 7 Park Place.

Ages, but not for inanimate objects: The 4-year-old cat, the

four-year-old car.

Cents: 8 cents.

Dol lars: $3. Notice that AP style does not include a period

and two zeroes when referring to an even dol lar figure.

Dates: March 4. Notice that dates take cardinal numbers,

not ordinal numbers (don’t use 4th).

Dimensions: 5 foot 2, 5-by-9 cel l .

H ighways: Route 7.

Mil l ions, bi l l ions: 6 bi l l ion people.

Percentages: 1 percent. Notice that percent is one word.

Speed: 8 mph.

Temperatures: 2 degrees.

Times: 4 p.m. Notice that AP style does not include a colon

and two zeroes when referring to an even hour.

Spel l out numbers used at the beginning of a sentence: “Ten

thousand people marched on the capital .” Exception: Never

spel l out years: “1999 was a terrible year for technology

companies.”



Use commas to set off each group of three digits in

numerals higher than 999 (except for years and addresses):

12,650.

Use decimals (up to two places) for amounts in the mil l ions

and bi l l ions that do not require a precise figure: $3.74 bi l l ion.

Add an s but no apostrophe to a number to make it plural :

“She kept rol l ing 7s.” The same rule appl ies to decades: the

1980s. Use an apostrophe on a decade only if cutting off the

initial figures: the ’80s.

Punctuation and Miscel laneous

For the most part, AP style fol lows the same rules of

punctuation taught in grade school . However, there are some

important exceptions:

Don’t use a comma before a conjunction in a simple series.

A simple series is defined as one in which no elements contain

the words and or or: “The dinner choices were chicken, cod or

beef.” Use a comma for series that include elements

containing and or or: “The menu offered a choice of bacon and

eggs, pancakes, or waffles.”

Use a semicolon to clarify a series that includes a number

of commas. Include a semicolon before the conjunction: Parts

for the carrier are made in Tampa, Fla.; Austin, Texas; and

Baton Rouge, La.

Other Common Style Rules

Use a person’s ful l name on the first reference. On

subsequent references, use only his or her last name with no

title. Second and fol lowing references to a married couple

should refer to them as Mr. And Mrs.: “Mr. and Mrs. Oakes

wil l honeymoon in Las Vegas.” In stories in which two people

share the last name, use ful l names on each reference.

Time should be expressed as a figure fol lowed by a.m. or

p.m.: 8:33 p.m. You do not have to add other words ( e.g., night,

morning, and so on) to distinguish between day and night. Use

noon or midnight rather than 12 p.m. or 12 a.m.

Use hyphens to l ink al l the words in a compound adjective:

“The five-volume report cal led for cleaning up the area over a

10-year period.” Do not use a hyphen if the construction

includes very or an adverb ending in –ly: a very big project,

barely legal procedures.

To form a plural of a single letter, use s and an apostrophe:

“Al l the B’s l ined up to the right.” To form a plural of multiple

letters, add s with no apostrophe: “She mastered her ABCs in

l ittle time.”

To form the plural of words made out of a group of letters,

add the letter s: CDs, ABCs, TVs.

Titles of books, movies, recordings, television shows and

similar works are set off in quotation marks, with al l principal

words capital ized: “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hal lows,”

“Letters from Iwo Jima,” “Memory Almost Ful l ,” “Grey’s

Anatomy.” Titles of magazines, newspapers and reference

works get no special treatment: Newsweek, The Boston Globe,

The Associated Press Stylebook.

According to AP, its Web site and ZIP code.

Source:

https://www.thebalancesmb.com/associated-press-cheat-

sheet-1360728



Section 8: Branding principles and key messages

General brand principles
An effective brand communication requires a self-discipline. The
brands must be consistently presented and reinforced at all times
in both internal and external communications, in order to prevent
dilution of brands and to cultivate a distinct culture. Externally,
all brand elements must be presented in a consistent fashion in
order to defend the brand from any potential disputes or
infringements in the future, in addition to establishing a brand
that is unmistakably recognizable by the public.

- Every word has a meaning (or a multiplicity of meanings).
Therefore a proper use of words consistent with their accurate
meanings is paramount.
- Every idea has a consequence. Branding shapes a culture, and
by extension, the way in which the company and its products are
seen and perceived by the others. Be mindful of the connotations
of every message, and be aware of how every word and visual
presentation is perceived by the audience.
- An effective brand evokes a positive anticipation of a certain
experience, as well as distinguishing this company and its
products from those offered by others.

The key messaging and values
1 . Estancia Serenova is where individuals, relationships, and
communities come alive. All of our products and services flow
from this core idea.
2. Estancia Serenova is a responsible steward and conservator of
the land and its natural landscapes, cherishing nature and
wildlife, respecting the indigenous heritage and those who came
before us, and celebrating the history with our neighbors.

3 . Estancia Serenova is a resource that inspires creativity. We do
not dish out products for a passive consumption and
entertainment; rather, we provide a platform upon which our
customers and their guests can design and create their own
unique experiences.
4. Estancia Serenova is a good neighbor and corporate citizen of
Columbia County, Oregon. As the most community-engaged
retreat center in Oregon, we actively seek partnership and
collaboration opportunities with local businesses and community
organizations to help foster a vibrant community.
5 . Estancia Serenova is a retreat center. This simple but important
point is to be constantly reinforced in order to stay on the
message.
6. The keywords: nature, community, outdoors, renewal, Pacific
Northwest experience

The brand personality
The single most important characteristic of Estancia Serenova is
genuine and holistic hospitality guided by nature and spirit. In
Italian culture, hospitality is more than a money-making business;
it is a family tradition that dates back centuries, in which visitors
are temporarily integrated into the life of the family. It is about
generosity, not about maximizing profit margin by cutting corners.
Indeed, the very word ristorante (restaurant) in the Italian
language means “restoring.” The word was born when people
invited weary pilgrims and travelers to their homes and helped
them restore their strengths for their further journey. Estancia
Serenova is about restoration and rejuvenation – for a greater
journey in one's life whatever that may be. For some, it is a quiet
day away from the city to commune with nature, restoring their



mental and physical strengths. For some, it is a strengthening of
community and family bond through events or lifecycle
ceremonies. Estancia Serenova's hospitality is about facilitating
rebirth, re-creation, and healing by holding a serene (serenus),
wholesome and safe container for that process that leads to
renewal (renova).

This “serene, wholesome and safe container” is an estancia
(spelled estância in Portuguese), the Rioplatense Spanish and
Brazilian Portuguese word for a ranch (whereas it is called
hacienda or rancho in other parts of Latin America and
southwestern United States). The ranch reference also pays
homage to its past incarnation as the Owl Tree Ranch where the
Walrod and Nyberg families once resided and engaged in a
variety of activities including logging, Christmas tree sales,
publishing business, and the founding of the Columbia Humane
Society. Etymologically, estancia is derived from the Latin root stō
(in its present active tense stare), “to stay,” “to stand,” or “to
remain.” Today, estancias argentinas and estancias uruguayas are
generally country inns or bed-and-breakfasts that operate on a
former ranch, mainly on a vast grassland. Incidentally, the word
ranch (and rancho) comes from an Old French word for
“installing in position,” which became a Spanish word for “to
lodge, to station,” and later, “a group of people who eat together,”
before it has come to take a present-day meaning.

With these two words together, Estancia is a place for
people to come together, Serenova is an experience to come alive.

The desired personality of Estancia Serenova is that of a
family – an old family friend that a visitor may have never met,
more than a mere retreat or conference facility. The moment the
visitor arrives at Estancia Serenova, it is not some strange, new
place; rather, it is the land that evokes the feeling of a return to an
old friend that they had known for years. When one departs, one
does not leave it behind; one always will have a piece of Estancia
Serenova in a corner of one's heart.

Public relations and various stakeholders
This brand document presents a set of visual and verbal branding
elements that are to be used and reinforced across the brand
ecosystem.

Public relations differs from advertising (although
advertising is a small component of an overall public relations
structure) in a sense that the audience includes a wider variety of
stakeholders other than prospective and current customers.
The various definitions of PR share many similarities in terms of
the following functions*:
- PR is planned and executed on behalf of the management of
organizations
- PR has to do with promoting a relationship between an
organization and a specific public or stakeholder
- PR involves assessing the attitude and opinions of the public
under consideration
- PR involves policies, procedures and action taken by
organizations for the benefit of the public as well as the
organization
- PR requires good two-way communication between the
organizations and the public

The public relations activities are two-way and includes
consumer opinion surveys, focus groups and listening posts, post-
event evaluation forms, pre-retreat orientations and post-retreat
reunions, private and public meetings with neighborhood groups
and public officials, press interviews, and social media
engagement (including the handling of reviews and opinions left
on websites such as Yelp and Trip Advisor).

Various stakeholders include:
- Prospective customers
- Current customers and their guests
- Event attendees
- Prospective retreat leaders and their affiliated organizations



(such as church denominational leadership)
- Elected officials: county commissioners, school district board members, people’s utility district board members, county sheriff, state
representatives and senators, U.S. congressional delegates
- Non-elected public officials: regulatory agencies, law enforcement and emergency services
- Community organizations: South Columbia County Chamber of Commerce, Columbia County Business Alliance, area non-profits
and political interests, neighborhood associations, faith communities
- Local businesses, vendors, and collaboration partners
Regardless of the audience, the key branding messages should stay the same. However, it is important to emphasize the messaging
elements that are directly relevant to their experiences and interests.

“In the middle of them al l”:

a Pacific Northwest experience hub concept
The key brand messages:

• Estancia Serenova, strategically located in the center of a
two-hour radius that encompasses a wide variety of Pacific
Northwest destinations, is a genuine Pacific Northwest
experience hub.
• Estancia Serenova brings the best of the Pacific Northwest
experiences to its guests. This commitment is reflected in the
interior decor, the landscapes, and the overall atmosphere.
• Use Estancia Serenova as a traveller's “base of operation”:
stay for a week, explore the many facets of the Pacific
Northwest during the days, and come back for peaceful and
restful nights.
• The two-hour radius spans from Olympia, Washington to
Corvallis, Oregon; and Government Camp, Oregon, to
Tillamook, Oregon—and includes the Cascades, the Oregon
Coast, urban Portland, and many charming small towns and
amazing historic sites in-between.
• Estancia Serenova welcomes outdoor enthusiasts and bicycle
travellers.

• It is the best of both worlds: urban sophistication and natural
splendor.
• Estancia Serenova is in the heart of Northwest Oregon, in the
Lower Columbia River region (known for the Lewis and Clark
expedition), only 45 minutes (30 miles) from Northwest Portland.

(See map on the next page.)





Section 9: Use of the brands and trademarks by
non-affiliated event renters, media, and
general public
Please read!

We are happy to be part of your life! Whether you are at
Estancia Serenova for a celebration, a community function, a
corporate event, or any other reason, it is our sincere desire that
you make Estancia Serenova yours. Our brands belong to you,
the esteemed customers!

This having said, Estancia Serenova welcomes people
of all walks of life, from all cultural, religious, ethnic, and social
backgrounds. In order to ensure that Estancia Serenova
remains a welcoming place for all, we believe that we all must
play a role in protecting the integrity of the Estancia Serenova
brands.

To this end, we have established following guidelines
for non-affiliated event renters, members of the press, and
general public. All renters must strictly adhere to the
guidelines without deviation.

Acceptable use of our trademarks

Our trademarks include the name of the retreat center, its
buildings, its rooms, and all associated graphics, including but
not limited to the "Estancia Serenova" wordmarks and
emblems; the "Come together. Come alive." slogan; the
typefaces and the color palette.

The following are our trademarks, whether or not they are
stylized or in a graphic form:
• Estancia Serenova
• Alice Tarbell Cultural Space

• Espacio Cultural Alice Tarbell
• Elalah
• Nyberg
• Owltree
• Sleeth
• Walrod
• Nesi'ka Illahee Sanctuary Garden
• Jardín del Sanctuario Nesi'ka Illahee
• "Come together. Come alive."
• "Uníte con amor. Viví con vida".
• The Rainier Room/La Sala Rainier
• The Clatskanie Room/La Sala Clatskanie
• The Vernonia Room/La Sala Vernonia
• The Salmon Creek Room/La Sala Salmon Creek
• The Dart Creek Room/La Sala Dart Creek
• The Milton Creek Room/La Sala Milton Creek
• The Scappoose Bay Alcove Lounge
• The Columbia River Room/La Sala Columbia River
• The McNulty Creek Room/La Sala McNulty Creek

The only acceptable uses of our trademarks are as follows:
• To identify event locations
• As part of a bona fide consumer review or testimonial
• As part of a bona fide press coverage
• For informational purposes, such as in a map, a business directory,
or tourist guidebook

We also acknowledge that the United States federal law
(Trademark Dilution Revision Act of 2006) permits use of our
trademarks for parodies, satires, and commentary purposes provided
that such uses do not result in confusing consumers .



Under no circumstances, non-affiliated event renters and
others may use our brands and trademarks in such a way that may
be construed as, or imply, the endorsement or sponsorship by
Estancia Serenova; or advertise or announce their events using
words or phrases that may imply our sponsorship or endorsement
of the events (example: "This event will be hosted by Estancia
Serenova.")

Any discounts or partial trade offered to non-affiliated
event renters do not constitute our sponsorship of their events.

Use of our trademarked graphics

Non-affiliated event renters and any person connected to the
renters (such as workshop presenters, performers, and such) are
prohibited from using any of our trademarked graphics in their
promotional materials, except for the following icons provided
specifically for renter use.

A vector version (SVG format) ofthese graphics are available upon
request.

Icons for use by renters and others
Choose one from the following. These graphics may not be modified in any

way. Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese, French, and Italian versions are also

available upon request.

This “location” icon is primarily for use in maps

or driving directions. These graphics may not be

modified in any way.

Download graphics at
http://bit.ly/ES-renters-icons




